
Route Accounting Software from Boston Technologies
Put Your Direct Store Delivery Drivers On the Road to Success

Route accounting software from Boston Technologies streamlines operations from 
the loading dock all the way through to the last mile. Optimize direct store delivery by 
providing your fleet the tools they need to deliver products on time, provide better 
service at every stop, and bypass downtime for maximum productivity. 

An industry pioneer, Boston Technologies was one of the first companies to develop 
software for route sales data collection more than 30 years ago. Hundreds of customers 
across North America rely on our solution to stay in control of mobile delivery operations 
while eliminating errors and increasing efficiency and customer satisfaction. 

Compatible with the Android operating system and the industry’s best-of-class rugged 
mobile computers, our software offers the competitive edge that puts your business in 
the fast lane with robust functionality for inventory and accounting management, real-
time reporting, and 24/7service and support.

Android 
Operating System

Fully functional with or 
without WiFi or LTE

Accounting & Business 
Management Integrations

Compatible with  
Industry-Best Hardware
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Inventory

• Track inventory

• View truck inventory

• Generate order picking tickets

• Generate warehouse load tickets

• Process returns and damaged goods

• Password protect inventory adjustments

Optimize Direct Store Delivery
Paper based processes and manual data entry costs your business time and money—not to mention errors.  
Let Boston Technologies help you lower your cost of delivery and increase profitability while turning your drivers  
into service champions that help grow the relationship between your brand and the store.
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Maintenance and Listings

• Maintain customer day/stop sequence

• Maintain truck base inventory file

• Maintain customer build-to inventory file

• Product and customer listings

• Customer Sales and Price listings

Management & Visibility/Day End Settlement

• Print invoice recap

• Print payment receipt summary

• Print item/ending inventory settlement

• Print route settlement

• Transmit data to main office

Route Sales and Accounting

• Flexible route sequencing 

• View sales history and customer specific messages

• Agile pricing structures 

• Sales and returns management 

• Capture payments and print/email statements and receipts

• DEX/UCS compatible

Service and Support
In the DSD industry, it’s mission critical to keep moving forward. Our service and support team is here to help you day 
or night to troubleshoot issues quickly, with as little downtime as possible.

Seamless integration

Unmatched reliability—99% uptime

Transparent fee structure—full disclosure, no hidden fees, no price increases

One vendor—a single point of contact when you need support


